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Personocratia’s Path 
Seduction and Monogamy 

 

Sexuality is a biological process that leads to reproduction 
and gives birth to a physical body. This body can then be 
used by a soul as a vehicle designed to interact with the 
material world. Nature has associated an orgasm program 
to sexuality in mammalian animals, to insure an 
abundant supply of physical bodies for evolving souls. 
Since copulation monopolises much time and energy, 
nature usually limits its use to a specific age and time of 
the year. During this critical time, an animal devotes all 
of its energy to the survival of the species. The rest of the 
year, individual survival prevails. This is what humanity 
has experienced for centuries. 
 Modern human beings spend more time 
copulating than any other mammal. Their 
rutting period lasts the whole year and fills 
several needs besides that of reproduction. For 
example, it serves as a tool for the domination 
of one individual over another. Since the 
mind controls lust with great difficulty, 
human sex has become the source of many 
lies. One such lie is seduction, and the other is 
monogamy. 
THE LIES OF SEDUCTION 
A human being is an animal with an advanced mind that 
she uses mostly to fill her needs. Their satisfaction creates 
an automatic expansion of her vital body. Typically, sex 
is what brings on orgasm, the greatest vital expansion 
available to a normal human being. A flesh-and-bone 
partner is the most efficient way to reach this state. To 
catch a ‘prey’, one uses clothing, tricks, and behaviours 
meant to fool the other person. This is called seduction, 
the art of deception used to sexually attract another 
person. 
Feminine Seduction – An adult woman constantly lies 
about her appearance by modifying it to mislead another 
person about the state of her physical body. She dyes her 
hair, hides her wrinkles, follows diets, wears special 
clothing to look thinner, uses breast implants, Botox, 
liposuction, etc. She wants to look younger. She knows 
that men are instinctively attracted to young women 
because these have more chances of producing strong, 
healthy offspring than older ones. Of course, this is 

mostly unconscious. Instinctively, a woman awakes the 
sex urge in men by sending signs of fertility. She uses age-
old tricks that are inscribed inside her DNA. For example, 
she wears high heels to accentuate her bum waddle. She 
exposes her breasts (the bigger, the better), which remind 
men of buttocks. (Mammalian males mount females 
from the back). Red lips (lipstick) imitate a swollen 
vulva, an indication of fecundity. Red nails on her fingers 
and toes make these look like excited penises. As large 
eyes with dilated pupils are signs of sexual interest, she 
makes them appear bigger with eye shadow, mascara, and 
false eyelashes. Unfortunately, toxic cosmetics get 
absorbed directly through her skin, while her feet, ankles, 

and back suffer from wearing high 
heels. No pain, no gain! 
Masculine Seduction – 
Remember that human beings are 
herd animals and that dominant 
males get to copulate with the 
most promising females. The way 
a man dresses automatically shows 
his dominance. The broad 

horizontal lines of sailors and prisoners symbolise a 
reduced libido, whereas clothes with vertical lines 
(recalling an erect penis) and wide shoulders (strong, 
muscular body) indicate dominant males. The traditional 
tie takes the shape of a swollen penis with an exposed 
glans. Such looks attract women that are in search of a 
dominant white sheep. On the contrary, comfortable 
clothes with an open collar are typical of a man-child, a 
dominated white sheep with little social ambition who is 
ready to submit to a dominant woman-mother. Some 
men will attract with their rebellious black sheep look, 
adorned with piercings, tattoos, and hair (beard, 
dreadlocks, ponytail). A man can also be classified 
according to his choice of vehicles: convertible car = 
seducer; Jeep = sportsman; hybrid car = eco-freak; sedan 
= rich professional; motorcycle = adventurous; pick-up 
truck = farmer/hunter. It holds true every time!  
THE LIES OF MONOGAMY 
All mammals are polygamous – except wolves. As for 
humanity, it was made up of small bands of nomadic  
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hunters and gatherers for 95 % of its existence. Polygyny 
(many women for a single man, typical of patriarchy) or 
polyandry (several men for a single woman, typical of 
matriarchy) was the norm. In both cases, the whole tribe 
would share in the education of children and the care of 
the elderly.  
 The idea of a lifelong monogamous couple was 
born with agriculture. Cultivating the land and 
domesticating animals stimulated the desire to own 
them. As property was passed on directly to descendants, 
men wanted to guarantee the legitimacy of their heirs. 
They invented a brilliant concept – lifelong monogamy. 
Later called “marriage”, this practice was encouraged by 
all major religions – Hinduism, Judaism, Christianity, 
Jainism, Buddhism, and Sikhism.  
Marriage is a buy-sell agreement between two families in 
order to make sacred (Church) and legal (State) a double 
prostitution. Once the wedding cake is consumed and 
the union consummated, all that remains is a business 
partnership in which two associates consent to 
communal possessions with a precise inventory – 
children, buildings, businesses, animals. 
The contract holds invisible, tacit 
clauses: 
To keep her husband, a wife must 

remain attractive and always agree to 
have sex with him (but never with 
other men), except when she has a 
good reason – pregnancy, birthing, 
menstruation, illness, headache, etc. 

In order to copulate regularly, a husband must take 
charge of the family – money, babies, house, furniture, 
restaurants, jewels, holidays, etc. He must never forget his 
wedding anniversary and never lose his job. 

A wife takes care of ‘small’ jobs – cooking, cleaning, 
mothering, buying, washing, schooling, family 
celebrations, gifts, budget, etc. Usually, a husband meets 
the costs of these activities. 

A husband takes care of ‘big’ jobs – construction, car 
maintenance, house repairs, garbage, snow removal, lawn 
mowing, painting, tool care, tax return forms, 
investments, etc. Usually, his wife oversees these jobs.  

 

Most couples modify this basic contract. This is possible as 
long as the dominant/dominated equilibrium is 

maintained. Any change must correspond to a fair and 
valuable consideration. If he refuses to do certain jobs, she 
is forced to do them, but crosses off her list certain 
obligations. Each black mark against one partner allows the 
other to be freed from a particular clause. For example, if 
he does not fix sinks but cooks well, she will be happy to pay 
for a plumber. If he snores loudly, she will sleep in a separate 
room and often refuse sex. If she wants to ask a favour, she 
will accumulate “blow-job Brownie points” in advance. 
Anything is possible, as long as the I-give-you-and-you-give-
me equilibrium is maintained. If a fluctuation occurs, the 
level on the marriage scale must be quickly brought back to 
zero. 
THE NEW LIE 
For the past 40 years, the edifice of monogamy has been 
crumbling in all Western countries. The media, along 
with State laws, now encourage ‘working’ women, free 
love, feminism, divorce, and homosexuality. They even 
promote teen moms, offer juicy family allowances, easy-
to-get student loans, and subsidised day-care centres. In 
fact, single mothers who work or attend school bring 

about the end of the nuclear family. We 
are being led towards an omnipotent 
parent-State and test-tube babies, the 
elite’s long-term purpose. 
Simultaneously, seduction and sex are 
rampant everywhere, even in children. 
We are being told that sex is a healthy 
and necessary part of human behaviour. 
Yet, this is what keeps us imprisoned in 

animality. The time has come to free ourselves from this 
now obsolete need to seduce and reproduce. Let us 
change our behaviour, in order to physically express who 
we really are:  unlimited and immortal beings! 

Personocratia* 
 
Source: Personocratia’s booklet “FAMILY, towards… 
Communion of Spirit”. 
 

Info: www.personocratia.com 
Videos: www.dianedares.com  
 

 Personocratia: The person who knows that she is the 
Supreme Creatrix incarnated in a body and who acts 
as such in her daily life.  

  

 


